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Let G be a locally compact abelian group. It is well known that any dense L 1 (G)-Banach-module S in L^G) contains all functions whose Fourier transform has compact support (see e.g. [13] , p. 20). If S is also a multiplicative A(G)-module (A(G) denotes the Fourier algebra), then H.G. Feichtinger [6] has shown that S necessarily contains a larger space So (G). These spaces S()(G) have been studied by Feichtinger in [6] and it turned out that they have a number of remarkable properties. Some of them resemble those of the Schwartz-space of test functions and could make S()(G) valuable for the theory of multipliers and distributions (So(G) has the advantage of being a Banach space).
Another aspect, which will be studied more closely in this paper, are the 'functoriaF properties of the family {S()(G) : G abelian}. It has been shown in [6] that S()(G) is invariant under the Fourier transform, that restrictions of functions from SQ to closed subgroups belong again to So and finally that So(Gi x G^) = S^G^) ® SoCG^). We will show that these stability properties actually characterize the family {So(G)} (Theorem 1).
The definition of S()(G) is based on a construction which was also used by other authors (see e.g. the so-called "amalgams" of Holland [9] , and the spaces /^(I/) of Bertrandias et al. [I] , [2] ). This raises the question whether or not So(G) coincides with one of these spaces, or more generally, what can be said about functions belonging to S()(G). For exemple, it can be shown that S()(G) contains the space of Schwartz-test-functions. We will prove two results which give alternative descriptions of the elements of S()(G) (Prop. 1,2). On the other hand, let W(G) be the Wiener algebra on G ( [12] ) and put Wo(G) == {/EW(G): /'^(G^)}. Wo(G) shares some of the functorial properties with S()(G). Nevertheless we will prove that So(G)^Wo(G) except for trivial cases (Theorem 2). This proof uses a construction, which enables one to get functions satisfying prescribed norm properties and at the same time certain estimates for the Fourier transform. This construction could also be used to construct non trivial elements in other function spaces of similar type as WQ (G).
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Notations and definitions. -G will always be a locally compact, abelian group (written additively), G^ its dual group. Integration on G will always refer to a fixed Haar measure X on G, if Fourier transforms are considered we will implicitely assume that the measure on G is chosen in such a way that the inversion theorem holds. [13] for details). S(G)° is called strongly character invariant if it is also invariant under M and l|M^/|ls= 11/lls for all /eS(G), yCG^ (equivalently one can say that S(G) is an A(G)-module, i.e. g.feS(G) for^EA(G), /GS(G) and || g. /||g < ||g||^ . H/Hg).
We recall now the definition of S()(G) from [6] : Let Q be a fixed compact subset of G with nonempty interior. Then It is easy to see that another compact set Q gives an equivalent norm on So (G). So (G) is a Segal algebra (even for arbitrary locally compact groups). We mention another important property from [6] : So(G) is the minimal strongly character invariant Segal algebra on G, i.e. if S is any strongly character invariant Segal algebra on G, then So (G) ^ S and the embedding mapping is continuous. Remark. -This is a continuous analogon of Prop. 1. It was first proved in a different fashion (using structure theory) by D. Poguntke ([15] , Satz 2) and by H.G. Feichtinger [6] . Our proof is valid even for arbitrary locally compact topological groups, if g has compact support and L^ g is replaced by L _ i g .
Proof -a) =» c)
This is similar to Prop. 
This shows that / = f u^g(x) dx E S()(G) and 
(v) y H ^ an open subgroup of G, /ES(G) and f^ denotes the restriction of f to the coset x + H (/^ = 0 outside x + H), T C G is a set of representatives for G/H, then

/ = ^ /^ and the series converges absolutely in S(G)
GT
(decomposition with respect to open subgroups). If (i) -(v) hold then S(G) = So(G) /or a// G.
Remark. -Condition (i) is only needed to ensure that (iii) makes sense : if H is an abstract group, then the statement "H is a closed subgroup of G" means that there exists a continuous monomorphism from H onto a closed subgroup of G. This monomorphism is unique only up to an automorphism of H and in general there is no "canonical" way to select such a monomorphism.
In the case of So (G) the properties (i) -(iv) are valid even in a stronger form (see [6] ). For exemple in (iii) the restriction operator is surjective and (iv), (v) are special cases of the more general formula S()(GI x G^) = So(Gi) ® 8(^2). We recall the definition of Wiener's Algebra W(G) on a locally compact abelian group G (see [12] ): let g be a continuous function on G with compact support. Then space of all bounded, continuous functions G , || !!" the supremum norm, see also [5] and [3] for equivalent definitions and some pro-perties of W(G)). W(G) is a Segal algebra on G and also a C(G)-module (by multiplication). H.G. Feichtinger has shown that it is the smallest C(G)-module which is also a Segal algebra [5] . The definition of W(G) resembles closely that of S()(G) in Prop. 2 but in general W(G) is not invariant under Fourier transforms. Therefore we put Wo(G) = {/eW(G): /^EWCG')}, with the norm II / llw = II f llw + II f^ llw • u can easil y be P^ved that W^ (G) has the properties (i) -(iv) of Theorem 1 and R. Burger [4] has proved that the restriction operator in (iii) is again surjective. Nevertheless we will prove now that W()(G) and S()(G) are different in general.
Proof. -An application of the closed graph theorem shows that the map /-> f from S(G) to S(G^) is continuous, hence an isomorphism. This shows that S(G) is strongly character invariant (since the operator My on S(G) corresponds to L on S(G^)). By the minimality of S()(G), we get So(G)CS(G). For the proof of the opposite inclusion, note that property (v) implies that S(G) is uniquely determined by S(H), if H is
First we prove a technical lemma. Proof-If G is discrete, then So(G) = WJG) = ^(G). If G is compact, we may pass to the dual group (by property (ii)) and get the same conclusion.
For the proof of the converse, assume that G is neither compact nor discrete. If S()(G) = Wo(G) set-theoretically, it follows from the closed graph theorem that the norms on both spaces are equivalent. In order to show So (G) ^ Wo (G), it is sufficient to prove the existence of elements / ^ So (G) such that the quotient II / llw /II f 11s becomes arbitrarily small.
We fix a compactly supported function ^EA(G) which serves for the definition of the norm on So(G) (as in Prop. 2b) and on Wo(G). We may assume that \\g\\^ = f^ \\L^g. g\\^dx = 1 .
Put Q = supp g -supp g and assume that e > 0 is given. Recall that g'CL^G^). By the Dunford-Pettis criterion [7] p. 220 the family of functions {M^^: x G G} is weakly-relatively compact in L 1 (G ). Since convolution is continuous, the same holds for the family {^T*M^^: xEG}. Consequently there exists a compact set Q^ in G such that /^i,-.M.rMi^<^ Similarly we have on the dual group : 11/^1^= ii^'.^*r)iiw <ii^'iL.ii^*niw <^iiniw.
This gives combined: ||/||w <e\\g\\^ (recall that gEA(G) with compact support, therefore g^ S()(G) C W()(G)). Since we have chosen g independently of e, we get the desired conclusion.
